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ADLY MANSOUR EGYPT’S INTERIM PRESIDENT

•  Mansour, 67, was born in Cairo and graduated
   from Cairo University with a law degree in 1967

 
• He had been Deputy Chief Justice since 1992

•  Mansour is a little-known constitutional judge,
    appointed years ago by ousted former President 
    Hosni Mubarak. 

Background information - 



ADLY MANSOUR EGYPT’S INTERIM PRESIDENT

Mansour helped draft the presidential election laws 
that saw Morsi elected in 2012, according to the Al-
Ahram. On Thursday, Mansour praised the recent 
street demonstrations that led to the ouster of 
President Morsi.

Mansour said, "The most glorious thing about June 
30 is that it brought together everyone without 
discrimination or division," he said. "I offer my 
greetings to the revolutionary people of Egypt."

 Source: Who is Adly Mansour, new president of Egypt? USATODAY.com

Background information -



First Impression -

Strong

Direct

Powerful

Knows how power works
Smart

Political animal



1. Eyes open
2. Eyes wide open
3. Eyes close (may not completely close) 
4. Massitor muscle pulsing and/or tongue out
5. Tighten top lip 
6. Swallow down 
7. Eyes open

NVL

  ADLY MANSOUR EGYPT’S INTERIM PRESIDENT

(Non-Verbal Leak)



   SL- 1  Impact  -                 Shock

   SL- 2  Primary Emotion -    Anger In/Out  

   SL- 3  Coping Strategy -     Control by biting
                                             down & CER 
   (Control Emotional Response)

ADLY MANSOUR EGYPT’S INTERIM PRESIDENT
 Symbolic Level of Response



   The Unconscious Statement of his NVL
                   (Non-Verbal Leak)  

“ I am shocked and it makes me angry, I hold 
  those feelings inside until I can find the correct 
  opportunity to express it fully.”



	 	 	 The	 Goodfield	 Personality	 Type	 2.3“The	 Pouncer”  

 
•  A “witness” who does not taking part in ongoing events 

•  A powerful person when it comes to facts, data and people 

•  A critical player in major decision-making situations 

•  Privately admits to feeling living life behind a glass wall 

•  Able to see but limited in his ability to be a full participant  
   

   ADLY MANSOUR EGYPT’S INTERIM PRESIDENT



•  Often found at the center of policy decisions

•  Often found at center of the fray when action is required

    to obtain objectives

•  Knows what is necessary
 
•  Watches others actions rather than leading the group

•  Keen observer and insightful about dynamics of situations

•  When the time is ”right,” will not hesitate to speak up

•  Will notice quickly those who agree and those who don’t

•  Can choose to be the center of attention showing power

•  Has skills and outstanding organizational abilities

   ADLY MANSOUR EGYPT’S INTERIM PRESIDENT



ADLY MANSOUR  PSYCHODYNAMICS
 - Tough, strong and determined. He sees  himself,

        and is often seen, as a “winner.” He has real
        power to lead, influence and persuade 
        others to endorse his positions or viewpoints
        in general.

      - He sees issues as being either black or white.
        This approach to deducing causality and
        etiology of conflicting issues leads to rigid 
        thinking. 
        Once he has deduced (facts as he sees it) 
        “The Reality” negotiation or mediation is 
        functionally impossible.

 



ADLY MANSOUR  PSYCHODYNAMICS

- Interim President Mansour is intense, focused
  and distrusting.  He is often perceived as hostile
  because of the way his questions to determine 
  what for him is the “truth.”

  



ADLY MANSOUR  PSYCHODYNAMICS

- This person is the quintessential leader, self-
       assured, calm in crises. Revealing controversy
       with a sense of direction that assumes that his
       perception of the facts are the undeniable 
       “truth” itself.

     - He has a history of risk taking and often a series 
       of successes that validate the decisions behind 
       the risks taken.



ADLY MANSOUR  PSYCHODYNAMICS

  - He has real power to lead, influence and
    persuade others to endorse his positions or
    viewpoints in general.

  - He is tough, strong and determined
        
     



 Current Issue:     
   How to sell the paradox?  A legitimate democracy
   built on the foundations of a Coup d’ ‘etat, so USA

   funding for the military continues

 Deeper Agenda:
   Showing the Egyptian people that their wishes will
   be met in an all, inclusive democratic style elective

   government, not controlled by the military from the
   shadows



  Discussion -

 This person is “fit” for the job, the question

 is how well does this provocative move by 

 the military “fit” a true democracy.

 An Islamic extremist regime was removed
 in the hope that a true democracy will take 

root in Egypt's historic land

Only time will tell -
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